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A six calendar year old's tale of coping with being teased and bullying because she actually is
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 It's so unique for it's plain honesty, genuineness, and discovery, that I would recommend the
most sensitive readers (and especially moms of children facing equivalent complications) to
keep some cells handy. I will not let what others say define me. The reserve came in a good
time frame and was not damaged in the least. Will Jessica discover ways to handle the
taunting and bullying? Good reading for a kid that's overweight due ... Great reading for a kid
that is overweight because of medications (steroids), took this book to school so teacher could
read to class, it didn't happened. This is actually the perfect kind of book to learn to a young
one regardless of whether or not they're being bullied because kids need to understand the
results of their words. Following a few checks, Jessica learns that her colon was swollen and
that she would have to take a special medicine to create her better.! Raising Self-Esteem Via a
Peer Great book for kids with weight problems AND their parents. What a wonderful read. At
preschool, the other kids tease her about becoming fat. She is much like other girls I see.!
Finding that extra pounds can end up being more than merely diet provides parents options
when searching for methods for their children to lose excess weight. Children - needless to
say - can see and hear the story through the tone of voice of a child walking the same path as
they do. Not Body fat Because I Wanna Be I purchased this book to share with my nieces and
nephews (ages 7 to 10). We discussed how each one of us will vary and how being different
makes each one of us particular. It helped them understand the emotions of others and just
why it is essential not to bully others because of the differences. It was an interesting tale from
the perspective of a kid facing very true health problems that are not all that uncommon. Not
Fat Because I wish to Be The book itself wasn't what I thought it could be. I thought it had
been pricey for the publication itself." That is a big query for a girl to ponder with at such a age.
aaliyah This was a very good book I felt how this litttle lady was feeling and some elements of
the story made me cry too. wonderful accomplishment for a six year old Jessica is a young girl
who's what the kids call "different. Will the other kids ever change their attitudes towards her?
1 day, she is watching tv with her mom. They start to see the President's wife, Michelle Obama,
who says that if kids eat healthy they won't get obese.! She has a medical condition which is
causing her issue. I was totally inspired by the story of Jessica. The main character Jessica is
made fun of by her preschool classmates because of her size." There is a Parent-Teacher
Guidebook in the back of the book which has tips on preventing both obesity and bullying,
queries and answers to spark discussion, some useful links, and an invitation for kids to e-mail
LaNiyah their very own stories." Her father and mother try to motivate her by reminding her
that many people are unique and that she needs to value what's within her while ignoring
what she can't change on the outside. I'm happy with my buy." Is it possible to guess why? And
can that new doctor be able to do anything to help? The illustrations are definitely darling and
add therefore much emotional value to the story. Even a few of the teachers poke fun at her.
That is an excellent accomplishment for LaNiyah and an excellent reminder to both children
and adults not to judge others based on how they appearance. LaNiyah's pledge can be, "I am
gorgeous. I am treasured. My mom is a pre-school instructor and asked to use it within her
curriculum. Bullying is not cool!! That makes Jessica unfortunate because she eats healthy
food but she's still obese. One said, "Guess you possess French fries every night for dinner.
The copy of the reserve sent for me to examine was a hardback edition, but a fresh paperback
edition was published by CreateSpace in 2011. A Kindle edition can be available for download
from Amazon. Inspiration Bought this for my brothers after reading Stand Up! Bully Busters
Arriving at town he really enjoyed it. He told me it had been his favourite colouring reserve
because it is complete of lots of things to do. Its great to see such a robust perspective from a



girl, the book has a great message that all kids should here. I would love to see more stuff
from LaNiyah in the future. From a Child's Perspective The writer submitted a copy of the
book if you ask me in exchange for a review. We all enjoyed scanning this small but powerful
reserve together.Great book I purchased this book, unsure of what things to expect, and it
proved to be a great story. Publication could have stopped finger pointing, questions and
getting picked on. Kids who are taught to look beyond the superficial will grow up to become
more stable and well-adjusted. This book will demand some discussion for more youthful
readers so that they can connect the dots and know very well what this story says about
bullying and judging people simply based on how they look. Author LaNiyah Bailey is certainly
a six-year-old Kindergarten student who, because of various medical problems, has had to
deal with being produced fun of because she's "different" and doesn't look "normal," just like
the fictional Jessica. The fact that it's written from the perspective of a kid will allow young
readers to connect to the story. Great Read! She wonders "Why Did God give me this big
tummy and bow hip and legs? Even some of her teachers poke fun. Not Body fat Because I
Wanna Be is compiled by six-year- previous LaNiyah Bailey, and the story is founded on her
own life. I would use this publication in my own classroom for bullying, but I believe it is more
for younger grades. The name-phoning at preschool gets even worse and Jessica starts
hiding in the toilet. However, with the like and support of her family, she has conquer many
obstacles and really wants to talk about her story to allow world know that words can harm
and that folks should look beyond what shows externally to see the true worth of these who
may appear different. Then one day time, Jessica visited her new doctor, Dr. Middens. Just
Beautiful! Writing a book at age six is a major accomplishment, specifically with such a
meaningful message for kids and adults. The older saying `Stay and Stones may break my
bone, but words can't ever hurt me," is completely false, and both children and adults should
know this. Not Fat Because I Wanna Become is a wonderful debut picture books that I
recommend for readers of most ages.
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